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Wednesday, 8 July 2015 

On behalf of CAPT Paluso, LTC Dougherty welcomed the assembled team of TACs, Assistant 

Commandants, Chief of Staff, Sergeant Major, and staff members from the counseling center, 

infirmary, cadet activities, CARE, and CADIC units.  He provided an overview of the summer 

training schedule and the expectations and vision for the sessions. 

CAPT Paluso began the session by providing his reviewing both the college’s mission statement, 

as well as the commandant’s department mission statement.  These overarching mission 

statements serve as the foundation for both the college and the department.  [See attachment 

#1, slide 2): Commandant’s July 2015 Summer Staff and TAC Training for the PowerPoint 

slides.]  

He shared the priorities for both the Corps of Cadets and for the Commandant’s staff. For the 

Corps, one focus will be on standardizing and enforcing the rules, regulations and standards 

across the Corps. The plan is to provide commanders and 1st SGTs more leadership 

opportunities within their teams to command and lead themselves.  Continued focus on the 

core values of honor, duty and respect will reinforce the concept of One Corps through the 

continued education and training programs. Energizing and encouraging the TAC teams will be 

a key component in strengthening the One Corps mentality. 

CAPT Paluso provided several examples of his plans to expand programs and opportunities for 

cadets by exploring external funding sources.  These resources could create cadet life and 

leadership opportunities, including resourcing leadership experiential training initiatives, as well 

as on-campus cadet activities (slide 3).   

Priorities for the staff include aligning the organization, both in structure and personnel. NCO’s 

will be hired and integrated into the organization and a plan for TAC professional progression 

will be developed.  In addition, CAPT Paluso will expand his presence on campus, particularly 

with the faculty and in appropriate academic settings to emphasize the importance of 

commandant’s office and faculty involvement for cadet success.  He announced the CTM was 

streamlined for easier reading and is now a tri-fold brochure. Copies were distributed to the 

group (slide 4). 

Plans are in the works to enhance the Physical Effectiveness pillar, both in equipment and 

facilities as well as resources to address cadet fitness/wellness.  He emphasized the importance 

of TAC involvement regarding this pillar and the impact it has with cadets.  



Several key changes have been made to the Blue and White Books, as well as the Guidon (slide 

5).  Knob Knowledge has been updated in the Guidon, and a certification page has been added 

at the back indicating that the 4th class student has achieved Knob Knowledge proficiency.   

CAPT Paluso discussed changes to the department personnel structure, including not filling the 

Assistant Commandant for Personnel, Logistics and Cadet Life position. He emphasized the 

impact of the new Cadet Accountability System to the department and the Corps. He shared 

changes that will take place both with Sports and Main Cadre related to Challenge Week, 

including the possibility of a leadership reaction course. 

The training discussion transitioned to a discussion of TAC and staff expectations and the TAC 

Mission Statement (slides 6, 7 and 8).  The team discussed the TAC Mission Statement and 

recommended the statement be revised to include a phrase to include lifelong commitment 

since leadership goes beyond graduation or to end the statement after the phrase principled 

leader. ACTION ITEM: Revise TAC Mission Statement to reflect discussion and suggestions. 

CAPT Paluso shared retention and discipline statistics and trends (slides 9 and 10). It was noted 

that class absence reporting remains a problem in that many faculty members do not report 

class attendance in the electronic system.  

In his concluding remarks, the Commandant shared his vision for the future (slide 11) and 

shared key dates on the training schedule (slide 12). 

LTC Dougherty continued the discussion through the lens of the CTM (See attachment 2, 

Expectations) and outlined the group exercise. Group 1 included the TACs and Group 2 was 

composed of the Assistant Commandants, Directors and Chief of Staff.  The exercise tasked 

each group to identify expectation of others under the aegis of the Office of the Commandant 

(slide 9).  The TACs expectations of the Commandant, AC/Staff and Cadet COC are outlined in 

slides 10-13. In addition, the group suggested it would be helpful to have an agenda for the 

weekly meetings as well as to have notes recorded for follow-up action and to improve 

communication. 

Group 2’s overarching expectation is one of mutual respect, particularly in terms of individual 

expertise and training in their field of training/experience.  Key points included: 

 Model regulations in the Blue Book with consistency in standards confinement. 

 Sing from a single sheet of music on disciplinary adjudication 

 Key directors informed of cadet issues in their area 

 Abide by policies and protocol  

 Treat one another as teammates with mutual respect/loyalty 

 Use resources and services within the department (and campus) 

 Do not undermine expertise and credibility of the Subject Matter Expert (SME) 

 More communication during department meetings 

 Bridge military frame of reference with Student Affairs frame of reference 



 Know your people, early warning signs of mental health, refer ‘early and often’, if you 

don’t know, call. 

 Thoughtful and consolidated response to staffing requests. (For example, one BN voice 

that consolidates responses from all the TAC officers in that BN) 

 Assume that products we produce or provide (like the Training Schedule) are intended 

to help you so execute them in good faith. 

The afternoon session was spent in working groups to develop and brief others on Vision 

statements. (See attachment #3). 

CAPT Paluso concluded the training session with final comments concerning the importance of 

clear communication and the importance of feedback.  He also expressed the need to 

communicate the “why” to the chain of command and to the corps.  A final topic was the 

necessity to standardize procedures and processes with cadets and the commandant’s team to 

speak and act with one voice as one corps. 
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Thursday, 9 July 2015 

The team convened at 0900 in the Greater Issues for a series of briefings. Chief of Staff Col 

O’Leary updated the group on two main themes: staff meeting rhythm and fiscal 

considerations.  He discussed the weekly meeting schedule that begins 20 July. 

The budget has been allocated by the Finance department.  Once Col O’Leary receives it, he will 

review it and provide recommended department allocations to the Commandant within the 

new few week.   

Notable items: The golf cart insurance policy will require Driver’s License information on any 

person (cadet and employee) who drives a Citadel golf cart. A plan will be devised to collect the 

required information to comply with the insurance policy requirement.  All faculty and staff will 

be required to wear their ID/One cards (visible manner) while on campus. More information 

will follow. 

A brief discussion on matriculation and barracks availability was shared, based on current 

information for matriculation and reconstitution.  Action item: If you know a cadet is not 



returning, please contact Sgt Maj Yagle.  Students who are eligible to return (but have not 

registered) have been sent emails and will now be contacted via phone. Sgt Maj Yagle will share 

the current list with TACs for their input. 

Sgt Maj Yagle provided a brief on areas under his purview, beginning with uniforms. Items 

changed or updated included duty trousers, low ankle socks, parka and fleece issue (incoming 

class) and new male duty shirt.  He also discussed issues related to boot changes and availability 

of allowable dress shoes.   

Other items addressed included:  

 new parking sticker for cadet lots, a change in the number of cadet spaces availability 

and new spaces marked for cadet use  

 The promotion/reduction form has been updated (includes Sgt Maj as the last signature)  

 Revised hazing form  

 Continuation of BN Guard for this school year 

 Pass down books for 1st SGTs and sgt majs which were handed over last spring, as well 

as new Pass down books for Commanders 

 New plastic brooms, dust pans and trash cans have been purchased.  

 CPFT start and finish lines have been changed to accommodate better flow and to 

better ensure accurate distances  

 Company TO’s, cadet promotions should be forwarded to Sgt Maj who will then forward 

names to the tailor shop. This will allow the cadet tailor shop to complete the work prior 

to the cadet returning to campus. 

 BN transfers/company assignments: Sgt Maj Yagle tracks transfers so it would be helpful 

to let him know if you request for a cadet to transfer to your unit. 

LTC Dougherty continued the training session with an update of the leadership programs, 

largely based on the following five areas: Academies, LTP, CTM, Campaign Plan and Regimental 

Staff training (PowerPoint slides). 

Academies: Move the roles and responsibilities for specific duties forward for next spring 

session. In addition, revisit the time frame of activities during graduation week to include 

leadership skills in action and not solely focus on the technical aspects of the exercise.  He also 

would like to include a leader speaker series during that week. 

The LTP schedule is on the webpage. Since LTP is performance based (training) rather than 

education, it is expected to contain a measurable standard.  Some LTP sessions are online and 

some are face-to-face. He suggested that TACs may want to ask cadets to print out their online 

results to collect them, record and measure the data to ascertain if the training standard is 

being met.  LTC Dougherty has plans to better prep the trainers for the LTP sessions and asked 

for ideas for improving the process. 



There is a deliberate integration of the CTM in the LTP planning process. (See reference to CTM 

in 8 July notes and tri-fold summary product).  There is a campaign plan on the webpage that 

outlines the LDP as it pertains to the Commandant’s Office integral involvement in the leader 

development plan. He discussed the regimental staff training as he serves as their TAC and 

approves their leave. He will continue to help them develop individual staff and team skills. 

Cadet activities now reports to LTC Dougherty and his goal is to include capturing cadet 

leadership opportunities in clubs/activities across the campus in a meaningful way. 

LTC Barton provided an overview of the Operations and Training Issues, including the CAS 

training schedule, leadership challenge and changes to the 4C computer/cell phone plan. (See 

slides from LTC Barton’s brief). After discussing the 4C computer/cell phone plan, she 

recommended the TACs devise a workable plan (ACTION ITEM) during the time when 4Cs 

cannot access their computer and/or cell phone.  As a reminder, TACs and cadre cadets cannot 

handle the 4C’s computer of phone for liability reasons.   

She discussed dates for Title IX training, parade changes, and timeline for the Commandant’s 

Distinguished Service List.  She reminded TACs that 4C training is in squad movement to ensure 

training schedule adherence. 

SFC Rich briefed the group on operations and training issues related to Physical Effectiveness. 

He discussed exercise and format changes related to teaching PT as well as the changes to the 

Corps CPFT. There will be a diagnostic CPFT given early in the cadet’s arrival on campus and the 

recorded CPFT will be conducted in mid-September.  One make up session will be given each 

semester for those with medical issues or on special orders on the days of the recorded CPFT 

sessions. 

LTC Sberna outlined the changes (in red) to the Blue Book for the upcoming school year. (See 

attached slides). He also provided an overview of the discipline system in the CAS as well as the 

process that will be in place for PRs/ERWs as well as Boards. He discussed the timeframes for 

responding to the ERWs once a cadet has submitted it into the CAS.  The discipline reporting 

system has been formatted into centralized types and allows flexibility for TACs to adjudicate. 

Dr. Capell provided a medical and infirmary update to the team.  He summarized the infirmary 

staff and services, hours of operation and related services.  He also discussed the Blue Book as 

it relates to medical leave/medical pass, excused duty status, temporary disability status (TDS), 

the Infirmary Slip (duty excuse), Intoxication issues and In-patient information. (See Infirmary 

slides). 

He also explained the composition of the Campus Assessment Team (CAT) with permanent 

members, as well as examples of some Ad hoc members who may be relevant to a particular 

cadet case.  Dr. Capell outlined several triggers for a CAT to assemble.  

LTC Dougherty continued the training session with an overview of Developmental Counseling, 

particularly using Form 112. (See slides). He shared the importance of using a common 



vocabulary and used examples of event, performance and professional growth counseling. 

There is a requirement to counsel each cadet (using CC Form 112) annually, but he encouraged 

TACs to use it more often, as appropriate. 

The acronym TAC represents the three distinct functions involved to teach, advise and coach. 

He outlined the differences between teaching and training and when each is best utilized (see 

slides for specific references). During the briefing, LTC Dougherty encouraged TACs to discuss 

career planning topics with cadets as part of the counseling process. Mr. Stewart in Career 

Services is developing a planning form, and it was suggested that cadets bring the form to their 

counseling session(s) with the TAC. 

Peer Evaluation Training was the final topic of the day, and was facilitated by Lt Col Dudley (see 

attached slides). He provided a background regarding the “rank” data previously gathered by 

cadets on their peers. They will now evaluate cadets (peers) in their class within their company.  

The questionnaire will be executed during LTP on 3 December in the CAS. If the electronic 

system is not in place, an alternative form may be used. The intent is to provide cadets with 

more actionable feedback and a better framework to evaluate their peers.  He requested that 

TACs stress the importance of such peer feedback and that they explain the important “why” of 

this exercise to them. It was noted that BN Staff will complete the forms based on their home 

company cadets. ACTION ITEMS: Add a comment section for cadets to include comments about 

and evidence of support to the questions on the form. Revise the form to eliminate extraneous 

words on the Peer Evaluation form.   

CAPT Paluso provided an overview of the next training session on 13 July and requested 

questions for Lt Gen Rosa’s session be sent to CAPT Paluso in advance of the brief. 

Dismissed at 1515. 
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Monday, 13 July 2015 

The group convened at 0900 and LTC Dougherty led the group in a TAC Mission Analysis 

discussion and activity.  Divided in five groups by battalion, each group identified specified, 

implied and essential tasks of topics relevant to the TAC job description and contract, Citadel 

mission and documents within the Office of the Commandant. 

Each group provided a five minute brief at the conclusion of the activity. 



 

Group 1 – TAC mission statement and leader development program– Second Battalion (see 

slides) 

Specified tasks in TAC mission statement:  

Educate: 

 Implied task 

 Support academic regimen 

 Counsel, communication 

 Model the importance of education 

 Teach: Leadership classes, ethics classes, orientation classes 

Develop: 

 Implied task 

 Counseling 

 Advise 

 Mentor 

 Encourage to do more than the minimum 

Instill Corps values 

 Implied tasks 

 Living the Corps values 

 Model the Corps values. Honor, Duty, Respect) 

 

 

 

TAC Leader Development Program Specified and Implied Task 

Specified Tasks in TAC Leader Development Program: 

Teach: 

 Develop and prepare lessons 

 Find Informal Teachable moment 

 Maintain Relevancy 

 Ensure cadets are engaged 

 Set expectations/initial counseling 

Advise: 



 Listen and observe 

 Know and utilize additional resources 

Coach: 

 Identify strengths and weaknesses 

 Put players in the right positions (Rank Boards) 

Integrate: 

 Know and utilize additional resources 

 Annual Counseling 

Assess: 

 Know and understand the Standards 

Implied Tasks in TAC Leader Development Program: 

Seek Out Reports: 

 Build rapport with campus agencies, schools, and departments 

 Be familiar with and review Task Stream entries 

Counsel: 

 Prepare, dedicate time, eliminate distractors 

 Formal, Informal 

Mentor: 

 Establish Trust, develop a relationship 

 Start with Why? 

 Be approachable 

Certify: 

 Maintain rosters 

Group 2 – Commandant Mission Statement (1) and Expectations (2) – First Battalion 

Essential Tasks: 

1. Commandant Mission Statement (1): Provide them with leadership training and 

experiences in a safe, challenging and rewarding environment. 

2. Commandant Expectations (2): Support each other, loyalty up and down the chain of 

command, don’t get in a rut. 

Implied Tasks: 



1. Commandant Mission Statement (1): Provide and/or coordinate resources, “be” 

availability, “be” adaptability, “be” flexibility, and create learning environment. 

2. Commandant Expectations (2): communicate effectively, counsel cadets, conduct 

inspections and attend training events. 

Specified Tasks: 

1. Commandant Mission Statement (1): teach, advise and coach cadets – measure and 

track via Cadet Accountability System (CAS). Also in TAC Mission. 

2. Commandant Expectations – Staff and TACs: serve as a role model for the 4 pillars, hold 

cadets accountable, integrate LDP and CTM into cadet life, emphasize a 4 class system, 

assess and provide feedback, certify cadets in 3 pillars of leader development model. 

 

Group 3–Commandant issued documents (within Blue Book and White Book) –Fourth Battalion 

Blue Book: 

BN TAC is building custodian (fire marshal, etc.) (2.3.12.5) 

Approve all paint boards (2.3.13.2) 

Assist in required training (sexual violence) (1.9.4) 

Resolve dating issues (1.8.4.3) 

T.A.C. (coach, not counselor) (2.1.1.1) 

Approve leave, approve visitors, etc. (2.4.2.5.5) 

Manage mentor (provide supervision) 

Approve training/spirit banners, etc. (3.7.3.2) NOTE: Further PT discussion, to approve PT, talk 

to LTC Sberna. 

Approve progression of knob knowledge (3.8.4) 

Approve extra P.T., etc. (inspections) (3.9.1) 

Supervise SMIs (5.3.3) 

Administer Discipline System (6.1.1) 

Assigned to boards – recorder duty is very time consuming (further discussion). This duty 

becomes primary to teach, advise, coach. NOTE: Further discussion to take place to determine 

roles. 

BN TAC charged with duty reports/tour/cons. (6.8.2.5) 



Required counselings (6.9.2.1) 

Rank deduction Authority (6.12.1.3) 

Reassign Company (6.12.2.1) 

 

White Book: 

Company TACs responsible to RTO for direct supervision of cadet commanders in performance 

of duties.Who is RTO? 

Present during firle issue 

Interview withdrawing cadets 

Oversee cadet’s knowledge of heat injuries 

 

Group 4 – TAC contract and job description – Third Battalion  

Specified tasks: 

 Teach, advise, counsel in character development, leader training, and military 

discipline, physical fitness (‘4P’) 

Provide continuous assessment of training/standards/appearance. Give feedback. 

Provide direct supervision of cadet performance of their duties. 

Develop principled leaders (via role modeling, counseling, teaching, and discipline). 

Train and coach cadet chain of command. 

Other duties as assigned. 

Meet with parents, faculty, and staff. 

Uphold policies of institution 

Maintain military appearance/standards. 

Implied tasks: 

Know all rules/regulations and standards of college. 

Possess military knowledge across all four pillars. 

Participate in required events. 

Gain trust/confidence of cadet chain of command. 



“Positively” represent the College. 

Be resilient. 

Essential tasks:  

Know rules, regulations, standards, policies of the department/institution; uphold them. 

Counsel, advise, teach, coach across the four pillars. 

Assess cadets in all they do. 

Direct supervision of cadet chain of command 

Positively represent the college 

Develop principled leaders 

 

Group 5 – Mission Creep (outside duties of TAC contract) – Fifth Battalion 

Some examples of mission creep: 

PT at 0530 (impact on daily schedule) 
CoC debate 
March-overs 
Surveys 
Urinalysis 
“Chesseburger in Paradise” event at Quarters One 
Special event weekends 
Class absence adjudication 
Investigations (Title IX) 
“If cadets can do it”…housing, billeting, maintenance/logistics 
Required presence at instruction when TACs are not PI’s (D2L) 
Required presence until 1900. 
At 1100, Lt Gen Rosa addressed the group and thanked them for their service to the college.  He 
discussed the LEAD Plan 2018 and the Leader Development Council, specifically in the Provost and 
Commandant areas, to guide who we are and where we going as a college.  He invited the group to 
listen to the challenge given by Mr. Keller Kissam to the Class of ’15 SCCC for inspiration and reflection. 
He reminded the group that leader development is everybody’s business and they have the unique 
opportunity to make a positive difference in the lives of the cadets.   
 
Athletic Director Jim Senter briefed the group regarding the 16 team sports and shared Spring ’15 and 
multi-year gpa data trends. He discussed the need for working together as one team and the importance 
of communication. Action item: To improve communication, it would be helpful for coaches to provide a 
list of the athletes and to notify the appropriate TACs when an athlete is no longer on the team.  The 
team captains of the specific sports should work with the Company Commanders and 1st Sgts. to assist 
with holding cadet athletes accountable for their actions. Another suggestion is to pair athletes 
appropriately in the barracks to facilitate their success. 



 
After lunch, COL Bebensee and LTC Fudge from the Provost’s Office shared academic affairs information. 
LTC Fudge presented information on the class absence system, focusing particularly on excused and 
unexcused class absences. 
 
The group members then split into five working groups to continue discussion (identified last May) and 
an action plan surrounding five topics: 
Senior mentor program 
Moral-ethical 
OC/COC/Duty Teams 
Rank restructuring 
Corps Squad/Non-corps squad relations 
 
Each group was tasked to define, operationalize and provide a purpose for the topic. Action Item: Each 
group was instructed to send to the Commandant a progress report to release for staffing within five 
days.  Please see notes/slides for each group’s report. 
 

 

Tuesday, 14 July 2015 

The group convened at 0900 and the Cadet Activities staff provided a brief overview of their 

many activities, including movie night, ring ceremony and graduation. They asked the group to 

encourage students to consider completing the application materials for Who’s Who Among 

Students and encouraged TACs to participate at the end of the congratulatory line for their 

seniors at the ring ceremony. It was noted the Guidon has been updated and posted on line as 

well as announcing the yearbook photography schedule process. Action items: Mr. Dukes 

requested faculty and others offer submissions to the newspaper. Class histories (for the 

yearbook) should be reviewed by the company contact as well as the TAC. 

Ms. Milner shared information regarding activities and discounts for students and leadership 

opportunities in the 107 registered clubs.  She reminded the group of the three forms that need 

to be filed by 1 October for registered club status. 

Ms. Shealy provided a brief regarding CARE issues, and reminded the group of additional 

training scheduled for 8 August.  She provided informative slides regarding stalking, violence in 

dating and domestic violence. She also described a bystander intervention program designed 

for sophomores to provide them with a necessary skill set (see slides). 

Likewise, Mr. Modglin provided an informative and interactive brief regarding the Campus 

Alcohol and Drug Information Center (CADIC). His remarks centered on the past activities and 

content focus, the present set of activities, and the future plans.  He plans to continue the 

Phase I marketing plan (0-0-1-3 and LRDT) to expand awareness with another campaign this fall  

(see slides). 



The Chaplain to the Corps of Cadets, Chaplain Harris, provided an overview of his role and the 

services he provides. He also described the relationship with Father Willey and Father Smith 

who provide services on campus, but are not employed by The Citadel. He reminded the group 

there are about 17 campus ministers, but only three are Citadel grads. As a result, the local 

ministers may not understand all the college’s rules and regulations. 

Dr. Bufano concluded the morning’s briefs as she described the services provided by The Citadel 

Counseling Center. She provided an overview of the types of services and number of clients 

served (see slides). 

The afternoon sessions included a Terrain Walk of campus facilities, including the offices of 

CADIC, ASC, CARE, Infirmary, Counseling Center, Public Safety, the Chapel, Multicultural 

Services and the Career Center. 

 

Wednesday, 15 July 2015 

The group convened at 0900.  LTC Dudley began the morning session with an overview of the 

day’s activities (see slides).  The theme, Setting a Positive Organization Climate and Culture, was 

based on material from the Army FM 6-22 document, the CTM and the LDP.  He shared the 

differences between culture (long held, deep, resistant to change) and climate (year-to-year 

changes, more temporary) and how to create a positive climate for one’s self and preparing 

others to follow suit. He continued with a discussion about each Battalion’s Culture, including 

artifacts, shared values and basic assumptions. He concluded the presentation by discussing the 

Citadel-specific tools in the CTM and LDP to counter a negative culture and to reinforce a 

positive climate. The group discussed who is responsible for an organization’s climate and the 

TAC’s role in developing individuals within their unit.  Each Battalion then discussed the topic 

and shared their collective thoughts with the larger group. Action items:  Devote time in 

summer training schedule to focus on a communication standard before cadre arrives. Identify 

how each TAC will demonstrate caring for others and what caring for people means. Each BN 

TAC will email the Commandant with their action plan for the organizational climate for the AY 

15-16. 

LTC Dougherty continued the leadership discussion via a slide set (see slides) to define 

leadership, leadership types and a variety of leadership techniques. He also shared five tools 

found in the “How to Train” document online.  Action item: Send ideas to LTC Dougherty re: 

continuity/pass down books and LTP items. 

After lunch, Col Fehrmann from the Krause Center for Leadership and Ethics provided an 

overview of the center, the Leadership Development Council, the key center activities. The new 

executive director, Col Tom Clark, will address the group at a later date. Col Fehrmann indicated 

an emphasis on increasing cadet participation in the Symposium event and that Cadet Activities 

will be coordinating the delegate/host cadet portion of the spring semester event. He 



continued his brief regarding the Honor committee and the administrative duties associated 

with Dr. Buchanan’s role as advisor and the Krause Center’s role. He explained the Honor 

Committee training involved and reviewed LTP briefings and updated scenarios.  Note: Honor 

Committee officers will meet with the TACs during cadre. 

LTC Dougherty introduced the last session of the training period, Cadets Leading and 

Commanding the Corps. The session focused on best practices in five working groups: 

Personnel Accountability, MRIs, Physical Fitness, Discipline, Ad hoc Taskers and Regimental 

Staff Operations.  Each BN working group determined a set of principles on how to engage 

cadets leading and commanding the corps into an action plan. Each group provided a 10 minute 

oral brief and will follow-up with an email to everyone in the group. Below is an overview of 

each report: 

Regimental Staff: AAR focus and more staff training. 

Personnel Accountability: Company formation will be conducted the “right” way (a slide was 

provided to illustrate). TACs will spot check with the squad leader to emphasize accountability. 

Important to explain the “why” of personnel accountability as well as the duty and 

responsibility involved. 

MRI: Brief expectations and a plan to the TAC. Show how to conduct an MRI and the feedback 

mechanism in place, Let Commandant determine the punishments and reward with merits for 

positive results.  One area of growth in the Commandant’s plan is to improve the MRI process. 

Regimental PT: Plan and schedule for an entire semester. Prepare and rehearse. Identify 

instructors and develop a plan. Demonstrate proficiency. Motivate others and encourage good 

form. TACS role is to provide PT instructors with AAR information and to assist the 1st SGTs with 

another set of “eyes” during the PT. Suggested that TACs attend intramurals to show support 

and to spread work among the company, encouraged to take the CPFT (with the expectation 

that TACs do what they can do, as best they can). 

Discipline: Encourage cadets to own it. Changes have been made to the Blue Book and 

commanders can adjudicate lower level discipline infractions. Important to use CTM to explain 

why it is important and to understand duty.  

Ad hoc Taskers: Communicate using three terms: Mission, Expectation, and Purpose. Based on 

the information presented, what resources are needed? Then develop a plan, identify key 

personnel and follow-thru with dates and times, as well as AAR with standards. 

CAPT Paluso summarized the two week training period and provided his expectations for the 

group (“Show them what right looks like”).  Action item: CAPT Paluso will send out the TAC 

Mission Statement to the group.  

 


